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LANE COLLEGE
Jackson, Tennessee
With deepest gratitude for the constant and generous support given Lane College over a long period of years, the Senior Class takes great pleasure in dedicating the 1963 Lanite to the Right Reverend J. Claude Allen, President, Bishop of the Third Episcopal District, Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, and Vice Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Lane College Board of Trustees.

Bishop Allen has exemplified the traits of a true Christian gentleman, an outstanding churchman, a courageous leader, and a loyal friend to Christian education. His interests are many and varied, but he is keenly concerned about young people—about their physical, mental and spiritual development. It is this concern that has led him to give of himself to the promotion of the Lane College program.

It is with great appreciation for his character, achievements and boundless love for humanity that we the members of the Senior Class dedicate this edition to Bishop J. Claude Allen.

Dedicated to You

BISHOP J. CLAUDE ALLEN
Foreword

It is the desire of the Lanite staff to democratically record from Alpha to Omega memories and experiences which have meant most to the members of the graduating class. It is toward this end we present the 1962-1963 Lanite.

We wish to thank our administrators, teachers, and counselors for inspiring us to develop habits and attitudes which will serve us in the great arena of life.

Gratitude also goes to all in the college community who contributed to the Social, Cultural and Religious life of the institution.

CHESTER A. KIRKENDOLL III
Associate Editor
May 2, 1963

To The Senior Class Of 1963:

Your four years at Lane College are quickly coming to a close. During this period you have had many experiences which have been enriching, stimulating and invigorating. We trust that they have adequately prepared you for meeting and solving the problems which all citizens must face.

As a whole, the class of 1963 has shown many sterling qualities, such as leadership ability, initiative and concern for high ideals which should go a long way in helping you adjust to the new environment in which you will find yourself upon leaving this "controlled life" of the college campus. It is our hope that you will adapt well to your new community and will meet adequately the many demands that will be placed upon you for service and leadership.

Be ever reminded that the prayers and best wishes of the Lane College family go with you in any professional pursuit that you may follow. We are confident that in the things you accomplish you will reflect honor upon your Alma Mater, Lane College - A Symbol of Christian Education.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]
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Alpha Kappa Alpha was founded on January 16, 1908, on the campus of Howard University by Ethel Hedgeman Lyle. This was the first Greek Letter sorority initiated among Negro women in America.

The sorority promotes such high ideals as (1) sisterly love, (2) better scholarship, and (3) the promotion of human welfare.

As contributions to society, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., has such National Projects as the American Council on Human Rights, Housing, Scholarship, Health, and Sickle Cell Anemia Research.
Sphinx Club

The “Sphinx” comes from Greek Mythology and Egyptian Archaeology. The Greek’s concept was that of a monster possessing a lion’s body, wings and the head and breast of a woman. The Egyptian Sphinx was deemed to represent a real creature fabled to haunt the deserts.

As Sphinxians we are forever striving to learn the secrets of the Sphinx. We dedicate ourselves to all that is mystic and in natural dignity and hope to walk, someday, among the giants of Alpha.

Alpha Phi Alpha

“Manly deeds, scholarship, and love for all mankind, are the aims of our dear fraternity.” ALPHA PHI ALPHALPHA was founded in 1906 at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. Since then, Alpha men have always had the serenity to accept the things they could not change; the courage to change the things they could; and the wisdom to know the difference.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
The Pyramid Club

Working for mankind?
I am doing my best.
Striving for Delta?
I will stand the test.

Through Knowledge we have crossed the river of accomplishment
Through faith we will cross the ocean to success
Through strife we have become Deltas
At last our souls can rest.
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Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
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The Brothers of Beta Lambda are striving to carry out the fundamental purpose of Kappa Alpha Psi: Achievement.
We are Pledgers of Omega
We will be faithful, we will be true.
We are Pledgers of Omega
With noble work to do.
Morality, Scholarship and Uplift
Perseverance guide our living.
For we are pledged to Omega
And we love her.

Kappa Sigma Chapter
Pan-Hellenic Council
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John Dashiell—Vice-President
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We govern Pruf.

Jackie Bridges—Secretary
Albert Morton—Treasurer
Allene Norris
Franklin Kendricks
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Myrtis Register

Everybody back . . .

It won't be long now!!!

Clubs and Organizations
Student Government Association
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Memphis Club
Clubs and Organizations

Young Women's Senate
Cleaver Hall

Young Men's Senate
Hambett Hall

Clubs and Organizations

Young Men's Senate
Saunders Hall

Alpha Kappa Mu
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Clubs and Organizations
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Martha Linn
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Clubs and Organizations

Pro-Ahammi Club

Business Club

Students
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Miss Lane College

reflects the image of charm, elegance, and humility.

Mary E. Estes

Miss Lane College carries poise and radiance along with her books to classes.